
Bernafon Companies: Australia ∙ Canada ∙ China ∙ Denmark ∙ Finland ∙
France ∙ Germany ∙ Italy ∙ Japan ∙ Korea ∙ Netherlands ∙ New Zealand ∙ 
Poland ∙ Spain ∙ Sweden ∙ Switzerland ∙ Turkey ∙ UK ∙ USA

Hearing and understanding are basic human 
needs. Hearing problems and the resulting social 
consequences represent a challenge to society. 
We believe in a world where people with 
restricted hearing can communicate again thanks 
to advanced technology.

Visit www.bernafon.com for more information 
about hearing and hearing loss.

A Colorful Choice  
for Me and You

Nevara offers something for everyone. Your hearing care 
professional will help you choose an attractive style and 
color combination*.

BETTER HEARING 
FOR ME AND YOU
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BTE Models

ITE Models

ITE Colors
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CPx N NRP

BE

beige

LB

light 
brown

MB

medium 
brown

DB

dark 
brown

BTE Colors

BE

beige

DB

dark 
brown

GB

gray 
brown

GR

gray

MAC

metallic 
anthracite

*Not all colors shown above are available for all BTE models

sand  
beige

SABE

metallic 
silver

MSIL

antique 
bronze

ANBR

follow us on facebook 
www.facebook.com/bernafon



Custom-Made Solutions  
for Me and You

We all have an important role to play. If your hearing is 
holding you back in any way, consider Nevara.

The Nevara hearing aid family consists of multiple 
behind-the-ear and in-the-ear models that cover almost 
every hearing loss. All have been developed to meet your 
expectations of comfortable and discreet hearing aids.

For your convenience, we also offer a remote control to 
easily switch to your preferred volume or program.

Joyful Conversations  
for Me and You

Nevara is a hearing aid that fulfills a basic need: to hear 
and understand sounds, particularly speech, more clearly. 
And with Nevara, there is no compromise on this.

Bernafon’s unique ChannelFree™ signal processing and 
proven Audio Efficiency™ technology helps you capture 
the sounds you want to hear, so that you can feel your 
best every day.

Nevara’s effective features also remove unwanted whistling 
and disturbing noise to give you a more comfortable 
hearing experience.

Nevara offers state-of-the-art Swiss hearing aid technology 
that is within reach. It is a hearing aid family that suits 
many people, yet presents solutions for individual needs 
and preferences. Like a tailor who creates just the right fit, 
your hearing care professional will provide just what you 
need for better hearing.


